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Introduction 
Previously, in [1], I have developed a Calculus of Convolutions for 
Generalised Integers. Here, I show that a direct application of this 
theory results in a generalised Selberg inequality. An elementary proof 
of a generalised prime number theorem is given in a paper due to 
BREDIHIN [2]. 
Generalised integers are defined as follows : 
Suppose given a finite or infinite sequence {p} of real numbers (generalised 
primes) such that 
Form the set {l} of all possible p-products, i.e., products 
PI a1P21L?. • •• 
where a1, a2, ... are integers ;;;;. 0 of which aU but a finite number are 0. 
Call the numbers "generalised integers" and suppose that no two general-
ised integers are equal (if their a's are different). Then arrange {l} as an 
increasing sequence: 
Let v(x)= 2 1. 
ln~re 
Let :n(x) = 2 1. 
Pn~re 
(1) Assume v(x) =Cx0 +0(x'lt) where 0, (), fh, are positive constants and 
fh < 0. Then it can be proved that 
Supplementary results 
lim :n(x) = ()-1 . 
.,_,.00 xB flog X 
The following theorem, due to Abel, will be used many times. Suppose 
{A.n} and {bn} given with A1";;;;A.2.;;; ... ; An~ oo. Let B(x)= 2 bn. Suppose 
An~X 
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cp(x) has a continuous derivative cp'(x) for all x involved. Then 
"' ! bncp(An) = B(x)cp(x)- f B(x)cp'(x) dx. 
An~ X ),1 
Using (l) and this theorem, the following results may be obtained: 
0 (2) ! log ln =0x0 log x- 7f x0 + O(x01log x) 
ln.:;:;;;;x 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) "" l 0() 0-0 l ) £.., zo;_ = () _ () X 1 + 0( og X 
ln.;;;., n 1 
(6) ! loffn == tO()log2x+b1 +0(x0r- 0 logx). 
ln~X n 
Define (J(x) = ! log p, 
1p(x) = ! log p = ! A(ln), 
pk~x ln<x 
lJf(x) = ! log ln, 
ln<x 
Theorem 
If F(x) = ! t(r) (and so f(x) = ! f.l(ln)F(r)) 
ln::s.;;x n ln<x n 
and if 
then 
Proof 
(i) Suppose B=D=O 
Then IF(x)l <,Hxf3 
And I f(x) I = l~n~ ,,1-l(ln) F ( ~) I 
Hence f(x) = O(x0 ). 
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(ii) Suppose B=O and then F(x)=Dx0 +0(xt3). 
D 
Let /I(x) = f(x) - 0 . 
Then F1(x) = I h(r) = I t(r)- g I I 
ln~X n ln~X n ln~X 
Hence from (i) /l(x) = O(x) 
and so 
(iii) Suppose F(x) = Bx0 log x + Dx0 + O(xt3). 
Let fz(x) = f(x) - ~ x 0• 
Bx0 
=Bx0 logx+Dx0 +0(xt3)- Q() {08logx+yl+O(x8•- 0)} 
= ( D- ~~1 ) x0 +0(xt3). 
Hence from (ii) /z(x) = O(x6) 
and so 
Now from (2), 
c 
P(x) = L log ln =0x0 log x- fi x 0 + O(xll). 
ln~X 
Hence '1/'(x) = O(x6). 
Again B(x) = 0(1p(x)) and so 
(7) B(x) = O(x6). 
Using methods similar to those used in NAGELL, [3], Chapter VIII, 
(3) and (7), we may show 
(8) L logp=8(x)+O(x0'2logx), 
Pk<x 
(9) I k(log p )2 = L log2 p + 0( x6' 2 log4 x) 
Pk<x p<x 
= B(x) log x + O(x0 log log x); 
since 
(10} 
702 
X f:J(x) log x- z log2 p = z log p log-
p,;;;a: p,;;;a: p 
.2 + .2 
p,;;; a:/log"'a: a:/log"'a:< p.;;;"' 
where tx6 = 1. 
z log p log q = z log p log q + O(x9) 
pktf,;;;a: pq,;;;a: 
Application of the Calculus of Convolutions, Selberg's Inequality 
In the following work the notation and Theorems of [1] will be used. 
Theorem 4 states that 
Hence 
1 = z {l(ln} { C (T-)8 + 0 (; ) 61 } 
~.;;;a: n n 
from (5). 
( 11) Therefore 
Theorem 5 may be easily extended to give 
from (4) and (11). 
(12} Therefore 
Theorem 6 may be also extended to give 
703 
Using the method of NAGELL [3], Lemma 3, p. 277, and supplementary 
results (4) and (6) we obtain 
1 I zero = i0282log2 x+20yl8log x+yl2_ 20!518 + O(x<0l-O)f2log x). 
l:p la,;;;a: p q 
Hence 
( fl{la) (la)(O-Ol)/2 X) + o I TO - log z . 
la,;;;"' d X d 
Now the last term 
= 0 (log x)1 -<0 - 0lli2 + 0 (log log x) from (7). 
Hence from (4), (12), (11) we obtain 
And so 
(13) 0 I fl(la) (r)o log2 [- = ; x0 log x + o(x0 log x). 
ld,;;;"' d d 
Theorem 7 shows that 
I v (r) fl(la) log2 ;-
la,;;;"' d d 
(14) =(logx)2+2logx I logp- I k(logp)2+ I logplogq 
~,;;;., ~,;;;., ~~,;;;., 
=(log x)2 + 8(x) log x + I 8 (::) log p + O(x0 log log x) 
p,;;;a: p 
from (8), (9), and (10). 
47 Series A 
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Again 
(15) I j) (r) fl(la) log2 [- - o I fl(la) (-zx )B log2 _lx 
ld,;;:;; X d d ld,;;:;; X d d 
= 0 ( I (r)B, {l(la) log2 r) from (I) 
ld,;;;;x d d 
=o( I + I ) 
ld,;;:;; x/log2 x x/log2 x < ld,;;:;; x 
= o(x0 log x) from (12) and (5). 
Hence, from (13), (14) and (15) we have 
f:i(x)logx+ I e(~)logp=~x0 logx+o(x0 logx). 
p,;;;;x p 
This is Selberg's inequality for Generalised Integers. From here, the 
proof of the generalised prime number theorem, i.e., 
is given m [2]. 
Jim n(x) 
x~oo XB log X 
0-1 
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